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Summary

Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly shaping global politics, economies, and societies 
worldwide. To keep up with the pace of AI innovation and ensure the technology 
produces benefit without doing harm, policymakers must establish rules and strategies 
to manage risk and support beneficial development. Many countries are just beginning 
to define AI policy and regulation. This Primer is an accessible guide to "responsible AI" 
for policymakers in the Global South. Part one presents background on AI technology, 
risks, and examples of policies from different jurisdictions around the world. Part two 
provides recommendations and steps for designing and implementing responsible 
AI policy. The primer draws on the insights and work of the Global Task Force on 
Predictive Analytics for Security and Development, an expert group overseen by the 
Igarape Institute and New America that came together in 2023 to discuss principles and 
practices for safe and equitable AI development and deployment. 
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Introduction

In 2023, artificial intelligence (AI) shot to the top of the global agenda.1 Technological advances, 
regulatory efforts, and public hype around generative AI in particular made algorithms and large 
language models (LLMs) a priority focus for countries and companies around the globe. Highly 
capable generative AI models such as ChatGPT 4.0, Claude, Gemini, and Bard came to market; 
and hundreds of billions of dollars in investment poured into established companies and start-ups 
alike. Looking ahead, this trend is likely to continue - the World Economic Forum’s annual summit 
in Davos named AI a key priority for 2024.2

As the uptake of powerful AI models by governments, firms, and individuals increases, multipurpose, 
adaptive, and self-learning AI will become a part of daily life.3 Notwithstanding its extraordinary 
promise, the rise of AI brings with it a variety of technological, security, social, and economic risks. 
In order to mitigate these risks, policymakers are adopting the paradigm of responsible AI. Broadly, 
responsible AI refers to AI that is used for the public benefit and has built-in safeguards to prevent 
societal harms. The Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence (GPAI) defines responsible AI as “a 
vision of AI that is human-centered, fair, equitable, inclusive and respectful of human rights and 
democracy, and that aims at contributing positively to the public good.”4 

Box 1. The UN's Guiding Principles for Responsible AI 

In its Interim Report on Governing AI for Humanity, the United Nations High-Level 
Advisory Body on AI identifies five principles that should form the basis of responsible 
AI governance:

• Inclusivity: all citizens, including those in the Global South, should be able to access 
and meaningfully use AI tools.

• Public Interest: governance should go beyond the do no harm principle and define 
a broader accountability framework for companies that build, deploy and control AI, 
as well as downstream users.5

• Centrality of data governance: AI governance cannot be divorced from the 
governance of data and the promotion of data commons.

• Universal, networked and multistakeholder: AI governance should prioritize 
universal buy-in by countries and stakeholders. It should leverage existing institutions 
through a networked approach.

• International Law: AI governance needs to be anchored in the UN Charter, 
International Human Rights Law, and the Sustainable Development Goals.
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As AI systems become more powerful and pervasive, it will become increasingly important for 
policymakers to mandate responsible AI principles that ensure  individuals and societies are 
protected from AI risks. Despite some promising signs (see Box 2), such efforts to develop and 
implement responsible AI principles are lagging behind in the Global South, given the comparative 
lack of AI uptake, industrial foothold, and local capacity.6  

Box 2. Notable Responsible AI Efforts in the Global South

In an effort to bridge this Responsible AI gap, policymakers in the Global South are 
working to encourage domestic AI sector growth and simultaneously take steps to 
protect against AI risks. As of March 2024, dozens of countries in the Global South 
have been developing AI strategies and policies. The African Union is expected to 
release its strategy for AI, which is predicted to suggest policy steps that policymakers 
in AU countries can undertake domestically and emphasize the importance of 
protecting Africa from dominance by Western AI companies.7 Brazil’s legislature will also 
continue to discuss Bill 2338, which outlines a broad AI regulatory framework and has 
been the subject of heated debate since it was first proposed in January 2023.8 

In 2023, the Igarape Institute and New America convened the Global Task Force on Predictive 
Analytics,9 a group of 15 esteemed technologists, ethicists, researchers, and activists from across 
the Americas, Africa and Asia. Over the course of the year, the Task Force developed principles 
and recommendations for the responsible design, development and deployment of predictive AI 
tools in the domains of public safety and sustainable development in the Global South. 

Drawing on the Task Force’s insights, this Primer presents a primer on ethical AI policy and 
offers practical recommendations for leaders in lower- and middle-income settings. The Bulletin 
begins with an overview of responsible AI. It then provides a review of the targets of AI policy 
-- AI technology itself and AI risks -- before examining global approaches to responsible AI 
policymaking. The Bulletin concludes with actionable steps and a policy roadmap for decision-
makers, practitioners, and advocates.
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Part I: Understanding Responsible  
AI Policy

Why Responsible AI?

Many issues are at play in AI design, development, procurement, and deployment. Among these 
are data availability and integrity, biases in AI algorithms, labor force impacts of AI, environmental 
sustainability, economic profitability, public adoption and trust in AI, and others.10 When evaluating 
and addressing such policy issues, a responsible AI approach that keeps safety and ethics front 
of mind is critical. 

Box 3. Why Care About Responsible AI?
The Responsible Artificial Intelligence Institute highlights three core reasons why 
policymakers need to develop responsible AI policy now.11 

1. AI is Everywhere: We should care about responsible AI because AI impacts 
many of our daily lives. AI is involved when you log onto social media, request a loan 
from the bank, check into the doctor’s office, and travel in airports; 

2. AI is Growing: This problem is urgent and significant, particularly because AI adoption 
is widespread. As of 2022, the global AI market is valued at over $387 billion and is 
projected to more than triple by 2029; and 

3. AI Can Magnify Harm: Because AI applications already surround us and AI 
can be applied easily on a broad scale, it has the potential to amplify the biases 
of its creator.

In the private sector, practicing responsible AI from the beginning matters because it will help 
drive up user trust and adoption, ensure compliance with future government regulation, and 
protect companies from reputational risk.12 In the public sector, leaders must pursue responsible 
AI internally and build regulation that promotes responsible AI that is tailored to the needs and 
realities of diverse communities including the most vulnerable as part of their duty of care to 
their constituents. If policymakers do not keep ethics and safety at the forefront of AI policy 
discussions, they risk inadequately protecting citizens and societies from a technology that is 
already changing how economies, countries, and people behave around the world. Moreover, 
failure to protect citizens can also set back innovation – for example, if an AI-driven technology is 
deployed and injures individuals or causes rapid economic and social dislocations, political and 
civil backlash will halt AI adoption in its tracks. 
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Reviewing the AI Lifecycle

A review of responsible AI policies suggests that they typically consider different phases 
across the ‘AI lifecycle,’ or the process that takes an AI technology from ideation to market.13

Understanding this lifecycle is crucial to assess and create AI policy options, and many expert 
recommendations on AI draw heavily on a simple framework that considers three phases: design, 
development, and deployment (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. AI lifecycle14

Source: GSA - IT Modernization Centers of Excellence. 

Designing AI: There are at least two key components of the design phase: “problem defi nition” 
and “data acquisition”. In the former, AI developers come up with an idea for a new model -- they 
identify a problem they would like to solve with AI and decide how to do it. Once developers have 
an AI model in mind, they set the stage to build the model by collecting necessary training data 
(see Box 4). 

AI Lifecycle
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Box 4. What is Training Data?

AI models are built by “training” algorithms on massive quantities of data. AIs can be 
categorized by the ways they interact with this data -- most commonly, researchers 
split models into “supervised” or “unsupervised” AI.15 

In “supervised” AI, individual data points are categorized and labeled for algorithms to 
read; the algorithms then sort through the data and attempt to correctly classify them 
according to the predetermined labels. Developers can give models direct feedback 
by rating the quality of their classifications. By iterating through this process over and 
over again, AI models can “learn” to correctly identify unlabeled data points outside 
of the original dataset.16

In “unsupervised” AI, algorithms sort through data on their own, using advanced 
statistical analysis to find similarities or links between data points. This is the method 
utilized by generative AI models like ChatGPT, which creates responses to inquiries 
by looking for patterns amongst vast quantities of training data.17 Developers give 
feedback on the results produced by AIs but have little insight into or impact on how 
the AI obtains those outputs.

Development: During the development phase, AI models are built and evaluated.18 Algorithms 
are written and trained iteratively on the datasets mentioned above, and researchers evaluate 
the quality of outputs to determine whether and how the algorithms need to be adjusted. Once 
the researchers are happy with the performance of the model, the AI moves into the deployment 
stage. 

Deployment: Throughout the deployment stage, the AI is put into production and brought to 
users and to market. It can be sold or licensed to institutions and consumers, who input their own 
data and use the AI for the function identified in the design stage. In the deployment stage, the 
developers of the AI monitor its functionality to ensure it is working as intended.19 
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Assessing Risks of AI

AI risks are the potential harmful effects generated by AI at any point during the lifecycle. Though 
AI risk assessments vary, there are a few that are widely recognized in most AI policy frameworks 
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2. A sample of AI-related risks 

Problems with transparency, explainability, 
and accountability: 
A key challenge for AI policymakers is the diffi culty of understanding how they 
actually work. Many companies want to keep their algorithms, datasets, and 
training methods secret in order to maintain a competitive edge in the market; 
in 2023, for instance, OpenAI faced huge controversies over its secretive 
business practices.20 This lack of transparency is further complicated by the 
so-called “black box problem,” which refers to the fact that AI developers 
themselves often do not understand the inner workings of unsupervised AI 
models. These models discover patterns in data on their own, and developers 
can only evaluate the AIs’ results, not how they get there.21 Without insight 
into how AI models make decisions, policymakers face enormous diffi culty in 
holding developers accountable for incorrect or harmful outputs that models 
may produce. 

Cybersecurity:
There are a wide variety of cybersecurity risks in today’s AI models, 
and the UK National Cyber Security Centre recently predicted that AI 
will dramatically increase the volume and speed of cyber attacks.22

In particular, many experts fear “adversarial” AI attacks, in which 
hackers manipulate AI systems by muddling their algorithms and data. 
Such attacks could potentially take critical AI-driven systems out of 
commission.23 The speed of  AI deployment around the world may 
further exacerbate cybersecurity risks; in a recent statement, the U.S. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) noted that many 
organizations are implementing AI without adequately putting AI-specifi c 
cybersecurity mechanisms into place.24  

Bias and discrimination:
Embedded bias in datasets and algorithms used by unsupervised AI models 
like ChatGPT is a signifi cant civil rights risk. For example, if an AI detects a 
pattern in which women are associated with certain professions and men with 
others, then the responses or decisions of that AI are likely to replicate that 
pattern.25 As a result, the AI outputs may perpetuate societal stereotypes about 
the jobs available to men and women. For this reason, the selection of datasets 
used to train AIs can be instrumental in embedding bias into that AI’s results; if 
a dataset contains too much gendered language, the AI will likely replicate that 
language. Bias can also come from poor training or algorithmic design on the 
part of developers.
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Intellectual property violations: 
Intellectual property problems have rapidly gained attention in the last year, 
particularly as generative AI models capable of making high-quality images 
have improved. One problem arises from the fact that the training data used 
for generative AI models may include copyrighted content or images, often 
used without consent of copyright owners.26  This use of copyrighted images 
can then create more problems by leading AIs to produce outputs that are 
similar or nearly identical to copyrighted intellectual property.27

Privacy violations:
Privacy concerns regarding AI are broad. Training datasets may also 
contain private personal information, which may threaten individual 
privacy rights, especially if AI outputs reveal confi dential information. 
Specifi c applications of AI may also harm privacy rights; AI-powered 
facial recognition technology, in particular, has become a source of 
controversy in recent years.28

Adverse societal effects:
AI experts also highlight many ways that AI could directly harm parts of 
society. For example, AI could make certain professions obsolete and 
displace many workers. Floods of AI-generated disinformation could 
weaken trust in societies. And environmental sustainability is also a 
problem; AI requires a huge amount of computational power to train and 
operate, which in turn relies on signifi cant energy and water consumption.29

Misalignment:
Some experts also highlight the potential for AI to have far-reaching, 
unintended impacts in the long term, if AI systems’ emergent 
capabilities lead them to “go rogue” and act in harmful ways outside 
of the scope intended by their creators.30 However, the importance 
of these risks is hotly debated, with many researchers stating that 
focusing on long-term risks distracts from the problems that are 
already affecting people today.31 At present, these risks are largely 
hypothetical.
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The aforementioned list of risks is not comprehensive. Different organizations, researchers, 
and developers all have their own risk frameworks. There are competing schools of thought 
around which AI risks are most dangerous or urgent, and new risks arise as the technology itself 
evolves.32 

Though often starting with risks, many responsible AI policies and frameworks orient around 
principles and solutions. For example, rather than name threats to personal privacy, an AI 
policy might espouse the right to privacy or a commitment to privacy protection.33 This broader 
principles-based approach is helpful given the constantly changing nature of AI technology and 
risk. By avoiding too much specificity and focusing on rights and outcomes rather than technical 
specifications, these principles have a greater chance of holding up amid future technological 
developments.

Box 5. UNESCO’S APPROACH TO HUMAN RIGHTS-CENTERED AI34

UNESCO’S Guideline on Ethical AI proposes not only a set of principles for AI 
development, but also high-level values to guide the AI sector as a whole. This 
broader, human rights driven approach aligns with the organizational character 
of UNESCO, illustrating the way that AI risk assessment is also a product of 
organizational (or national) context.

Values:
- Respect, protection and promotion of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms and human dignity
- Environment and ecosystem flourishing
- Ensuring diversity and inclusiveness
- Living in peaceful, just and interconnected societies

Principles:
- Proportionality and Do No Harm
- Safety and Security
- Fairness and non-discrimination
- Sustainability
- Right to Privacy, and Data Protection
- Human oversight and determination
- Transparency and explainability
- Responsibility and accountability
- Awareness and literacy
- Multi-stakeholder and adaptive governance and collaboration
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Responsible AI Policy Efforts Around the World

Countries and governments tend to align national priorities with their approaches to AI regulation. 
As a result, the flavor of ethical AI policies issued by current leaders in AI regulation - namely, the 
U.S., EU, and China - are very different. 

The approach taken by the U.S. (and by allies in the UK and Japan) has been to issue 
guidance regarding AI risks but to mostly hold off from concrete regulation; by shying away from 
restrictive regulations on the private sector, the U.S. hopes to encourage domestic innovation 
and leadership in AI on the world stage.35 In practice, this translates into the construction of a 
patchwork of AI regulations, stronger in some areas than in others.36 For example, the 2023 U.S. 
Executive Order on AI places many restrictions on government use and development of AI, but 
largely forgoes binding rules for the private sector.37 

The EU has taken a much stronger stance on regulation of the private sector, by not only issuing 
high-level principles but also approving the world’s first comprehensive AI policy framework. This 
framework, the EU AI Act passed into law in March 2024 and will establish an industry-wide set 
of regulations. These regulations place an emphasis on the Deployment stage but may affect 
all stages of the lifecycle; they categorize AI applications by level of risk to society and place 
additional upstream regulations on higher-risk applications.38

Meanwhile, in China, policymakers have issued binding interim AI regulations that aim to ensure 
development of the industry but also guarantee state supervision of AI and compliance with 
national core values. The Chinese regulations mostly target the Development phase of AI by 
setting requirements for algorithms used to build AI models.39 Rules and regulations continue to 
roll out, and experts do not expect to see a comprehensive draft AI law until late 2024.40   
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Table 1.  Comparing two approaches to comprehensive responsible AI policy: U.S. vs. EU 

Policy
The White House Executive Order on the Safe, 
Secure, and Trustworthy Development and Use 
of Artificial Intelligence (U.S.)

The EU AI Act (EU)

Description

In October 2023, the U.S. issued its most 
significant piece of AI policy to date: the White 
House Executive Order on the Safe, Secure, 
and Trustworthy Development and Use of 
Artificial Intelligence.41 This regulation makes 
a strong commitment to safe and ethical AI, 
anchored throughout the AI lifecycle, and it 
contains over 100 pages of AI principles and 
regulations. A few key policy initiatives and 
instruments are outlined below.

The EU AI Act’s chief innovation is that of its 
risk framework, in which AI applications are 
categorized according to the level of risk they 
pose to the rest of society. AI applications 
deemed to be too risky are entirely 
prohibited, while high-risk applications are 
subject to a myriad of regulations. Lower-
risk applications correspondingly face less 
regulation. 

Key 
Initiatives 

and 
Instruments

- Development of standards and 
principles for safety, security, and 
trustworthiness. The U.S. National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) was tasked with creating a system 
of standards, tools, and tests to be used 
by the U.S. government when adopting 
and deploying AI technologies, intended to 
ensure that such uses of AI are safe. NIST 
was also tasked with creating guidelines 
and principles (less binding than mandated 
standards) designed to inform industry 
practices with regard to trustworthy AI.42 

- Division of labor between government 
agencies. The Executive Order splits 
up its many mandates among various 
government agencies, which avoids 
putting too much power or responsibility 
with one branch of government and 
encourages a holistic, all-of-government 
approach. It also ensures that issues 
will be assigned to the agencies best 
equipped (whether in terms of funding, 
staffing, or expertise) to address them.43 

- Tiered categorization and regulation 
of AI risks.  The Act splits AI systems 
into four risk levels: unacceptable, high, 
limited, and minimal risk.44 Each level 
faces a different regulatory regime. 
“Unacceptable” AI applications include 
biometric identification, social scoring, 
and other uses deemed to directly 
infringe upon civil rights. “High-risk” 
applications include those that relate 
to energy infrastructure, medicine, and 
criminal justice.

- Regulatory rules for “foundation 
models.” Foundation models are 
general-purpose AIs (including chatbots 
like ChatGPT) that can be licensed 
or used across a wide variety of 
applications. Under the AI Act, providers 
of such AIs will have to adhere to some 
baseline safety standards and may face 
additional regulation if their models are 
deemed to bear “systemic risk.”45 

Countries and companies across the Global South are also working to develop AI policy, 
sometimes with differing priorities from the Global North. One such concern is economic growth; 
current projections say that only a small portion of global financial benefits from AI will go to the 
developing world.46 Other key concerns for the Global South are shrinking the digital divide, 
capacity building, and supporting domestic AI markets when discussing AI policy. 
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The African Union is adopting this approach, as shown in a press release from its November 
meeting that states: 

AI has the potential to significantly impact the attainment of Agenda 2063 and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). AI is important to Africa because of its economic, social, political 
and geopolitical impact. AI technologies can stimulate economic growth by creating new 
industries, driving innovation, and generating employment opportunities.47

Box 6. A Sample of AI Priorities From the Global South.

ECONOMIC GROWTH. Policies supporting economic growth may focus on: 

• Capacity-building. This could look like digital skill-building and education, creation 
of incentives to retain domestic AI talent (and prevent “brain drain”), and furthering 
efforts to increase digital penetration.

• Supporting local AI ecosystems. Though there is a growing community of AI 
startups based in the developing world, there is also a much smaller market for 
AI products. Recent data from IBM shows that while 60% of Chinese companies 
currently use some form of AI, only 7% of companies from the Global South 
do so.48 Governments may choose to enact policy that financially or otherwise 
supports local AI markets.

EQUITY. Leaders in the Global South are also concerned about equitable 
distribution of AI gains around the globe. Policies furthering equity may 
focus on:

• Building datasets that are representative of the Global South. Low digital 
penetration in the Global South results in a dearth of training data from the 
developing world, which in turn means that the datasets used to build major AI 
models are trained on data that is biased towards advanced economies, where 
technology use is more prevalent.49 To mitigate this, policymakers may choose to 
support the collection of domestic or regional datasets.

• Setting international standards for responsible AI that are representative of the 
Global South. Much international policymaking in responsible AI has stemmed 
from the Global North. Global South policymakers may choose to issue their own 
regional responsible AI commitments or to seek increased leadership in AI policy 
via international organizations.
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Part II: Creating Responsible AI Policy
Task Force Recommendations: Identifying and 
Mitigating Key AI Risks 

The Global Task Force on Predictive Analytics developed a number of recommendations for the 
design and deployment of responsible AI, specifically in the Global South. A selection of key 
recommendations is outlined below, and the full set of recommendations can be found in the Task 
Force’s Technical Notes.50

The Task Force suggests that responsible design and development of AI should be:

• Fair. Algorithms should be designed to treat all users equally.

• Participatory. AI design should have input from diverse groups that include civil society 
members, researchers, and policymakers.

• Representative. Datasets and algorithms should be unbiased and inclusive.

• Interpretable. AI systems should be understandable to the average user, and AI creators 
should be clear and open about their design and development processes.

• Accountable. Mechanisms should be set to hold AI creators, users, and other industry actors 
responsible for AI harms as needed.

Deployment. The Task Force found that responsible AI deployment will require:

• Informational symmetry. Purchasers or users of AI may not fully understand the costs and 
benefits of AI technology, particularly in the Global South, where access to information about 
AI technology suppliers may be more limited. Data sharing and due diligence mechanisms to 
increase access to information may increase informational symmetry.

• Data practices that are tailored to lower-income settings. Many AIs are trained on data coming 
from the Global North; in order for the technology to work accurately, it will be necessary to 
collect representative datasets for the Global South.

• Safeguards against intentional and unintentional misuse of AI. For instance, there are risks 
associated with using AI for law enforcement, as basing arrests or legal decisions on AI 
outputs, which can be inaccurate, may imperil innocent individuals. Safeguards are necessary 
to protect from these and other harms. 

• Continuous updating of AI tools to ensure compliance with laws. AI technology is rapidly 
evolving, as are the laws surrounding it. It will be necessary to build flexibility into AI regulatory 
regimes to prepare for future adjustments.

• Strong monitoring and evaluation practices. After deployment, AI should be subjected to 
transparent, inclusive, iterative, and interpretable monitoring and evaluation. 
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A Responsible AI Policy Roadmap

This section weaves the foundations outlined above into a brief how-to guide for leaders 
interested in creating AI policy in the Global South. This guide is not intended to be 
comprehensive; it aims to give policymakers, organizations, and advocates in the Global South a 
good starting point from which to build their own AI policies or strategies. 

Designing AI Policy

If you are interested in creating an AI policy, the fi rst step is to study the problem you are trying to 
solve. What are you trying to do, and how do you plan to do it?

Consider fi rst the contents of your policy:

- Do I want to prioritize capacity-building? How will a potential policy affect my country’s AI 
sector?

- Is there a specifi c AI risk I want to address? Which risks are important to me or my 
country?

- What phase of the AI lifecycle would my policy target? Do I want to address datasets, 
algorithms, or applications in a specifi c policy?

And also consider the structure of your AI policy:

- What policy avenues are available to me? Do I want to create binding legislation or a 
recommendation? What challenges face me if I pursue either or both of those routes?

- If I want to build legislation, do I want it to take a vertical or horizontal approach? How 
broad should the scope of my policy be?

As with any policy, the design phase will also be crucial for identifying legislative pathways you 
want to pursue, stakeholders you want to recruit or avoid, budgetary options, and other relevant 
factors (see Box 7).
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Table 2. A sample of ethical AI policies
This graphic draws on safe and ethical AI principles from around the world and presents some specific 
policy interventions that a policymaker might choose to pursue in relation to their goals.

Principle or 
Goal

Policy Intervention

Transparency, 
explainability, and 
accountability

- Require the sharing of datasets or algorithms with government auditors or with 
the public

- Establish who is accountable for specific AI harms

Bias and 
discrimination

- Set standards to prevent algorithmic and data bias and discrimination 

- Monitor or restrict the use of AI in high-risk applications, such as law enforcement

Intellectual 
property 
violations

- Introduce content authentication or watermarking to label AI-generated content

- Set rules for the use of copyrighted content in training AIs

Privacy

- Review data collection practices (both by AIs themselves and for AI training datasets)

- Reinforce or develop new cryptographic tools to protect individual data

- Set standards for the collection and use of personal data related to AI

- Limit use of AI for facial recognition or other biometric recognition

Human rights
- Enforce standards preventing data or algorithmic bias

- Establish best practices for AI use in the criminal justice system, healthcare, and 
education

Labor rights
- Create labor laws protecting both AI workers and people who may lose their jobs 

due to AI

- Train workers to enter the AI sector 

Environmental 
impacts

- Monitor or limit energy consumption by AI data centers

- Secure supply chains for critical minerals used in AI

Cybersecurity

- Strengthen cryptographic tools for AI data and models

- Improve cybersecurity practices for AI development and deployment

- Conduct red-team testing to look for AI vulnerabilities 

Government 
leadership in AI

- Issue national guidance for safe and ethical AI

- Improve AI practices within government (preventing bias, developing safety 
standards, etc.)

- Accelerate recruitment of AI professionals in government

- Develop regulatory incentives including sandboxes to foster AI experimentation 
and testing prior to deployment

- Conduct government-sponsored research on AI technology

National security

- Require AI developers to share safety and test results with government

- Develop safety standards before deployment

- Prohibit the use of AI in developing dangerous biological materials

Economic 
growth

- Invest in innovation and AI sector growth

- Disincentivize “brain drain” of national AI talent

- Support the adoption of AI across industries like healthcare and agriculture
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Developing AI Policy

After designing the idea and goals for an AI policy, you will enter the development phase. This 
will be largely context-driven and will depend on the organizational or national structure within 
which you operate.  Policy development may involve stakeholder consultations, legislative voting 
and negotiation, or any number of other policy techniques. A step-by-step approach to AI policy 
development could include: 

1. Conduct internal AI policy goal setting and design

a.  Hold internal meetings to identify key political or policy priorities, stakeholders, and leaders

2. Assign responsibility for management and leadership of AI policy design project

3. Establish a formal AI taskforce of selected experts, tasked with studying potential AI policies

a.  Assign this selected group to produce a key deliverable; this could be a draft piece of 
legislation, a recommendation for the president or executive branch, or a roadmap for future 
pursuit of either of those avenues

4. Hold expert consultations to evaluate the findings and recommendations of the AI taskforce

a.  These consultations should include the private sector, to ensure that any policy decisions 
are feasible and will be reliably implemented by AI companies 

5. (Optional) Return AI policy recommendation to taskforce to review

6. Act on AI policy recommendation

Box 8. Brazil’s AI Policy: Design and Development 

Brazil has taken significant steps towards regulating AI domestically in recent years, but 
the country’s path through the Development stage has been difficult. Brazil first entered 
the Design stage in 2022 with the establishment of a legal commission mandated to 
study potential methods for AI regulation.51 The commission’s findings were used to 
draft Bill No.2338/2023 (the Draft AI Law), and that bill was introduced to the Senate 
in January 2023.52 The Draft AI Law emulates the risk-based approach taken by 
the EU AI Act but also includes language on individual civil rights.53 After nearly a 
year of debate, Senator Astronaut Marcos Pontes introduced a new version of the 
bill in December 2023, which reduces the emphasis on individual rights and loosens 
regulation with the goal of encouraging innovation.54 Further iterations of the bill are 
expected in 2024. 
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Deploying AI Policy

In this stage, the AI policy is disseminated publicly. Policymakers or issuing agencies should 
conduct regular monitoring of the policy and of the state of AI writ large; AI is a rapidly developing 
technology, and technological advances will necessitate adjustments to existing AI guidelines. 
Monitoring may be led by implementing agencies, advisory bodies, or by advocates who work to 
hold companies and governments accountable. AI policy should be iterative due to the speed of 
technological growth and global adoption - what works today may not work as well tomorrow.

Closing Reflections

AI is increasingly a central feature of daily life for hundreds of millions of people around the world. 
It will soon be used by billions in trillions of daily actions. It is clear that both its risks and benefits 
will have widespread impact on societies around the world. It is vital that the Global South engage 
with AI, in order to ensure that the economic gains of AI contribute to development goals and that 
communities are protected from AI harms. In the coming months and years, leaders in the Global 
South will need to quickly but thoughtfully evaluate their approaches to AI governance. This 
note may serve as a useful guide of practical recommendations for AI policymakers. Ultimately, 
AI policy should be informed by the needs and benefits of users, the risks associated with the 
technology, and wider social and economic aspirations. By approaching AI policy systematically 
and holistically, leaders can effectively contribute to AI governance that serves their regions, 
countries, and communities.
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